
The idea of the neutrino
To avoid anomalies of spin and statistics Pauli suggested in 1930

that a neutral particle of small mass might accompany the electrón in nuclear
beta decay, calling it (until Chadwick's discovery) the neutrón.

Laurie M. Brown

During the 1920's physícists carne to ac-
cept the view that matter ia built of only
two kínds of elementary partióles, elec-
trons and protons, which they often
called1 "negative and positive electrons."
A neutral atom of mass number A and
atomic number Z was supposed to contain
A protons, all ¡n the nucleus, and A neg-
ative electrons, A- Zin the nueleus and
the rest making up the external electrón
shells of the atom. The ir belief that both
protons and negative electrons were to be
found in the nucleus aróse from the ob-
servations that protons could be knocked
out of light elements by a I pha-particle
bumbardment, while electrons emerged
spontaneously (mostly from very heavy
nuclei) in radioactive beta decay. Any
other elementary constituent of the atom
would have been considered superftuous,
and to imagine that another might exist
was abhorrent to the prevatling natural
philosophy.

Nevertheless, in December 1930
Wolfgang Pauli suggested a new elemen-
Ury particle that he ealled a neutrón,
with characteristica partly like that of the
nucleón we now cali by that ñame, and
partly those of the lepton that we now cali
neutrino (more precise I y the electrón
antineutrino, but this distinction is not
needed here). Pauli's neutrón-neutrino
idea became well-known to physicists
even before his first publicatíun of it,
which is in the discussion section fol-
Wing Heisenberg's report on nuclear
structure at the Seventh Solvay Confer-
ence,- held in Brussels in October 1933.

ShortJy after atl«nding this conference,
Knricu Fenni published his theory of beta
decay, which assumes that a neutrino al-
*ays accompanies the beta-decay elec-
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tron, and that both are created at theír
moment of emission. Perhaps because of
the rapid acceptance of Fermi's theory
and the tendeney to rethink history '"as it
should have happened," the true nature
of Pauti's proposal has been partly over-
looked and its radical character insuffi-
ciently emphasized. Contrary to the
impression given by most accounts, Pau-
li's "neutrón" has some properties in
common with the neutrón Janies Chad-
wick disci)vered in 1932 as well as with

Flaws in the model

By the end of 1330, when our story be-
gins, quantum mechanics had triumphed
not only in atumic, molecular and crystal
p'hysics, but also in its treatment of some
nuclear processes, such as alpha -particle
radíoactivity and scattering of alpha
parüdes from nuclei (including the case
ofhelium, in which quantum-mechanical
interference effeets are so importara).
However, the situation regarding elec-
trons in the nucleus was felt to be critical.
The main dífficulties of the electron-
proton model of the nucleus were:

• The symmetry character of the nuclear
wave function dependa upon A, not Z as
predicted by the model; when -4 - Z is
odd the spin and statistics of the nucleus
are given incorrectly. For example, ni-
trogen (Z = 7, A = 14) was known from
the molecular band spectrum of N^ to
have spin 1 and Bose-Einstein statis-
tics.
• No potential well ¡a deep enough and
narrow enough to confine a particle as
light as an electrón to a región the size of
the nucleus (the argument for this is
based <»n the uncertainty principie and
relativistic electrón thetiry).
• It is hard to see huw to "suppreas" the
very large (on the nuclear scale) magnetic
momenU of the electrons in the nucleus.

which conflict with data on the hyperfine
structure of atomic apectra.
k Although both alpha and gamma decay
show the existence of narrow nuclear en-
ergy levéis, the electrons from a given
beta-decay transitíon emerge with a broad
continuous spectrum of energy.

The strong contrast between the suc-
cesses and the failures of quantum me-
chanics applied to the nucteus are n«-
where more evident than in a book by
George Gamow.:t In it, all the passages
concerning electrons in the nucleus are set
off in warning symbols (skull and cross-
bones in the original manuscript).

Some physicists (among them Niels
Bohr and Werner Heisenberg4) took these
difficulties to indícate that a new dy-
namics, possibly even a new type of
space-time description, might be appro-
priate on the scale of nuclear distances
and energies, just as quantum mechanics
begins to be important on the atomic
scale. These physktsts were impressed
by the similarity of the nuclear radius to
the valué e¿/mc2, the classical electrón
radius of H. A. Lorentz. At this distance
it had been anticipated that electrody-
namics would probably fail (and maybe,
with it, the special theory of relativíty).
Bohr was willing to relinquish the con-
servation of energy, except as a statistícal
law, in parailel with the second law of
thermodynamics. At the same time
Heisenberg was considering the intro-
duction of a new fundamental length into
the theory. It seemed that anything
mighl be considered acceptable as a way
out of the dilemma—or perhaps anything
except a new elementary particle.

Pauli-s proposal

]t was in this contéxt of ideas that Pauli
dared to suggest the existence of a new
neutral particle. His proposal, intended
to rescue the quantum theory of the nu-
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PAUU ON THE W<

eleus from its contradictions, was pre-
sented in good humor as a "desperate
remedy," although ¡t was a serious one.
(The Viennese versión would have been,
according to the oíd joke: desperate, but
not serious.) During the next three years
he lectured on whal he called the "neu-
iron" at several physics meetings and he
discussed ¡t privately with colleagues.

Pauli's first proposal waa put forward
only tentatively, as he recalled in a lecture
he delivered in Zürich ¡n 1957, after re-
ceíving news of the experiments con-
firming parity violation in beta decay.^
Invited to a physics meeting in Tübingen,
Germany, which he was unable tu attend
(because of a ball to be held in Zürich, at
which he declared he was "indispens-
able"), he sent a message with a colleague
as an "open letter," although it was in-
tended mainly for Hans Geiger and Lise
Meitner. An English translation ofthis
letter is gíven in the Box on page 27.
Pauli was anxious for their expert advice
as to whether his proposal was compatible
with the known facts of beta decay.

In the 1957 lecture Pauii also tells how
he became convinced of a crisis associated
with beta decay. During the decade that
followed the discovery by Chadwick in
1914 uf beta rays with a continuous energy
spectrum, it became established that
¡hese were the true "disintegration elec-
trons," rather than those making up dis-
crete electrón line spectra, which were
later shown to arise from such causes as
photoelectric effeets of nuclear gamma
rays, interna! conversión and Auger pro-
cesses. Because a continuous spectrum
seemed to disagree with the presence of

> AS ADEN A, 1931

discrete quantum states of the nucleus (as
indicated by alpha and gamma emission),
sume workers, including Meitner, thought
that the beta rays were radiating some of
their energy as they emerged through the
strong electric fteld of the nucleus.r'K>7

This led C. D. Ellís and Willíam
Wooster at the Cavendísh Laboratory in
Cambridge, England, who did not believe
in the radiation theory, to perform a ca-
lorimetric experiment with radium E
(bismuth) as a source. Their result, later
confirmed in an i m pro ved experiment by
Meitner and W. Orthmann,» was that the
energy per beta decay absorbed in a
thick-walled calorimeter was equal to the
mean of the electrón energy spectrum,
and not to its máximum (endpoint).
Furthermore, Meitner showed that no
gamma rays were involved. According to
Pauli (¡n 1957), thisallowed but twopos-
síhle theoretical interpretations:
k The conservation of energy is valid only
statistically for the interad.ion that gives
rise to beu radioactivity.
• The energy theorem holds strictly in
each individual primary process, but at
the same time there is emitted with the
electrón another very penetra ti ng radia-
tion, consisting of new neutral particles.
To the above, Pauli adds, "The first pos-
sibility was advocated by Bohr, the second
by me." r>

But although the conservation of en-
ergy, and possibly other conservation laws
in beta decay were very much in Pauli's
mind at this time, this was not his only
reason for proposing the neutrino. He
makes this point (already obvious from
his Tübingen letter) quite explicit in his

1957 Zürich lecture. After pointing oul
one of the major difficulties with the nu-
clear model containing only protons and
electrons (the symmetry argumenl men
tioned above), Pauli says:

"I tried to connect this problem of rhe
spin and statistics of the nucleus with the
other of the continuous beta spectrum,
without giving up the energy theorem,
through the idea of a new neutral parti-
cle."

NeulrlnoB—ejecled or crealed?

It is often overlooked in discussing the
history of the neutrino idea that Pauli
suggested his particle as a constituent of
the nucleus, with a small but not zero
mass, together with the protons and the
electrons. (Chien-Shiung Wu, for ex

of statistics that would occur in beta decay
without the neutrino.679 However, Pauíi
refers rather to the spin and statistics of
atable nuclei such as lithium 6 and nitro-
gen 14.) This point is of some signifi-
canee; had Pauli proposed in 1930 thal
neutrinos were created (like photons) in
transitions between nuclear slates, and
that they were otherwise not presenl in
the nucleus, he would have anticipated hy
three years an importanl feature of Fer-
mi's theory of beta decay. Pauli did not
claim to have had this idea when he wrole
the Tübingen letter, but he did say (in his
Zürich lecture) that by the time he was
ready to speak openly of his new particle.
at a meeting of The American Physical
Society in Pasadena, held in June of 19B1.
he no tonger considered his neutrons to be
nuclear constituents. It is for this reason,
he says, that he no longer referred U) them
as "neutrons"; indeed, that he made ase
of no special ñame for them. However,
there is evidence, as we shall see, ihat
Pauli's recollections are ¡ncorreet; that at
Pasadena the particles were called neu-
trons and were regarded as constituents
of the nucleus.

I have not been ahle to obtain a copy uf
Pauli's Pasadena talk or scientific notes
on ¡t; he said loter that he was unsure »f
the matter and thus did not allow his
lecture to be printed. The press, how-
ever, took notice. For example, a short
note in Time, 29 June 1931, headed
'"Neutrons?", says that Pauli wants ui add
a fourth to the "three unresolvable basic
units of the universe" (protón, electrón
and photon); adding, "He calis ¡t iht-

Upon examining the program of the
Pasadena Meeting, I discovered that
Samuel Goudamit spoke at ihe same ses-
sion as Pauli (and even upon the same
announced subject—hyperfine struclurel
I wrote to Goudsmit and received a mosi
interesting reply, from which 1 should likf
to quote:

"Pauli accompanied my former wifi'
and me on the train trip across thf
US. I forgot whether we started ¡ti
Ann Arbor or arranged to meel in ( hi
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I cago. We talked little physics, more
! about physicists. Pauli's main topic
i at the time was that he could imítate
f P. S. Epstein and he insisted that I

take pictures of hím while doing that.
We spent a couple of days in San

i Francisco, where we almost lost him in
I Chinatown. He'd auddenly rush

ahead and around a comer while we
were window shopping . . . He may
have talked about the "neutrón" on
that trip, but I am not at all certain

Goudsmit does not now recall exactly
what Pauli said at Pasadena, except that
he mentioned the "neutrón"; however, he
sent me a copy of his report at the Rome
Cungress on what Pauli had said four
miinths earlier in Pasadena, To continué,
then. with Goudsmifs letter;

•'Fermi was arranging what was prob-
ably the first nuclear physics meeting.
It was held in Kome ¡n October 1931
. . It was the best organized meeting [

ever attended, because there was very
much tinte available for informal dis-
cussions and get-togethers . . . Fermi
had arranged mar ve bus leisurely
sightseeing trips for the group. There
were about 40 guests and 10 Italians.

•Fermi ordered the then •young"
participants, namely ¡Nevill] Mott,
|Brun«i| Rossi, [George] Gamow (who
could not leave Russia but sent a man
uscript) and myself, to prepare sum-
mary papers for discusaion . . . As you
know, I don't use and don't keep
notes. But I have a clear picture of

QOUDSMIT (MIDOCE) AND FERHH (RIGHT) WfTH UNIDENTIFIED MAN

mention of the 'neutrón'... Pauli was
supposed to attend the Rome meet-
ing, but he arrived a day <ir so late. In
fact, he entered the leeture hall the
very moment that I mentioned his
mime! Like magic! I remarked
alxiut it and gol a b¡g laugh from the
audience."

Goudsmit's Rom» report

At Fermi's request, then, Goudsmit
reported at the Rome Conference on
l'auli's talk in Pasadena. Here is what he
-aid:"1

"At a meeting ín Pasadena in June
19IH, Pauli expressed the idea that
there might exist a third type of ele-
mentary particles bes ¡des p ratón s and
electrons, namely 'neutrons.' These
neutrons should have an angular mo-
mentum 'f¿ h!2* and also a magnetic
moment, but no charge. They are
kept in the nucleus by magnetic forcea
and are emitted together with beta-
rays in radioactive disintegration.
This, aceording to Pauli, might re-
miive present difficulties in nuclear
^iructure and at the same time in the
explanation of the beta-ray spectrum,
in which it seems that the law of con-
«rvatinn of energy is not fulfilled. If
• me would fínd experimentally that

ble that another particle is emitted at
the same time with the beta-particle.
The mass of these neutrons has to be
very much smaller than that of the
protón, otherwise one would have de-
tected the change in atomic weight
after beta-emission."

Goudsmit added that Pauli belíeved
"neutrons may throw some light on the
nature of cosmic rays."

It does appear clear from this passage
(to which Pauli evidently made no objec-
tion at the time) that at Pasadena the
neutrón was intended to be a particle that
could be bound in the nucleus by mag-
netic torces. In his letter to me Goudsmit
also said, "It was Maurice Goldhaber who

inted osome timeagopoi
first to put Pauli's idea on paper and in
print."

After leaving Pasadena Pauli remained
in the United States until the fall, when
he went to Rome. He gave a seminar at
the Summer Session of the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor (probably at one
of theír Symposia un Theoretical Physics,
where Fermi had, the previous summer,
gíven his famous lectures on the quantum
theory of radíation). At the seminar
Pauli spoke, aceording to the Berkeley
theorists J. F. Carlson and J. Robert Op-
penheimer,1' about "the elemente of the
theory of the neutrón, ils functions and its
properties."

Tracks fn the cloud chamber

Carlson and Oppenheimer wondered
whether Pauli's "neutrons" could be used
to solve yet another puzzle: the appear-

chamber tracks from cosmic rays that had
been reported.

The complex problem of the energy loas
of relativistic charged particles was crucial
to the interpretation of the various com-
ponente of the cosmic rays observed in the
atmosphere, and had attracted the at-
tention of many theorists. Carlson and
Oppenheimer were unable to account for
cloud-chamber tracks that ap pea red
thinner than those of an "ordinary ra-
dioactive" beta particle. Their calcula-
tions uf energy loas (which agreed in a
general way with independent calcula-
tions by Heisenberg and Hans Bethe, and
with an older cía ss i cal estímate by Bohr)
showed that charged particles should have
a relativistic increase of ionjzation with
energy. The particles leaving líght tracks
were very penetrating (and thus probably
relativistic) and it was concluded that
they could not be electrons or protons.
(These quarklike tracks have not, to my
knowledge, been explained. Perhaps
they were examples of oíd and "faded"
tracks, which often plagued cloud cham-
bers of the untriggered variety.)

Carlson and Oppenheimer decided
thereforc to make a theoretical investi-
gation, as they said," of the "ionizing
power of the neutrons which were sug-
gested by Pauli to salvage the theory of
the nucleus. These neutrons, it will be
remembered, are particles of finite proper
rnass, carrying no charge, but havtng a
small magnetic moment..."

Could thin tracks, like those in the
cosmic rays, be seen from beta decays?

"If they were found, we should be cer-
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Th« participarte ín Itie Seventh Solvay Conference, where Pauli pre-
sentad his neutrlno idea, irtcluded, in the flral row, E. Schrodinger, I. Joliot,
N. Boht, A. Joffé, M Curie, O. W, Rlchardson. P. Langevin. Lord Ruther-
ford, T. De Donder, M, de Broglie, L. de Bregue. L Mertrw, J Chadwick,
and in the Mcond row, E. Henrlol, F. Perrin, F. Joliot. W. Heisenberg, H.

A. Kramers, E. Stahel, E. Fermi, E. T. S. Walton. P. A. M. Dirac, P. Debyo
N. F. Mott, B. Cabrera. G. Gamow, W. Bothe, P. M. S. Blackett. M. 5.
Rosenblum, J. Errera, E. Bauer, W. Pauli, J. E. Verschatfelt. M. Cosyns
(in back), E. Hereen, J. D. Cockcroft, C. D. Ellls, B. Peierls, A. Piccard,
E. O. Lawrence, L. Rosenfekj. The photograph is by Benjamín Couprie

tain that the neutrons not only played
a part in the building of nuclei, but
that they also formed the cosmic
rays."
The calculations of Carlson and Op-

penheimer werepublished'^almostayear
later, ¡n September 1932; by that time
they no longer believed that "neutrons"
might lea ve observable cloud-chamber
tracks. In addition, the situation in nu-
clear physics had changed profoundly, as
it also was about to in cosmic-ray physics:
Chadwick's study of "the penetrating
radiation produced in the artificial dis-
integratíon of beryllium" had revealed the
existence of the neutrón, announced the
previous February; Anderson's discovery
of the positrón in cosmic rays was an-
nounced in August.13 Certainly one
could no longer speak of the protón as
synonymous with positive electricity, and
one might suppose that now a new parti-
óle like Pauli's would be acceptable; but
this was not the case:

For one thing, the positrón was thought
to be only the absence of a negative elec-
trón of negative energy, a hale ¡n the
vacuum. For another, the neutrón of
Chadwick, the heauy neutrón, was gen-
erally regarded as a composite object (it
was not thought to be unstable when free),
a kind of tightly bound hydrogen atom or
neutral nucleus made of a protón and an
electrón, like other nuclei. It was perhaps
thought to be elementary only by Ettore
Majorana in Rome who (accordíng to
Emilio Segré) called it the neutral pro-

For our purposes, the Carlson-Op-
penheimer artícle is significan!, in what it
tells us about the view held by Pauli, in
that Hummer of 1931, about his neutral
particle, which, following the Berkeley
authors, we will now cali the magnetic

neutrón to distinguish it from Chadwick's
neutrón and Fermi's neutrino. Carlson
and Oppenheimer state that the neutral
particle of spin l¡2, satisfying the exclusión
principie, was introduced by Pauli not
only to resolve the difficulties in nuclear
theory, but "on the further ground that
such a particle could be described by a
wave function which satisfies al] the re-
qutrements of quantum mechanics and
relatívity .. . The experimental evidence
on the penetrating beryllium radiation
suggests that neutrons of nearly protonic
mass do exist; and since our calculations
may be carried through without specify-
ing the mass or magnetic moment of the
neutrón, we shall consider the most gen-
eral particle which satisfies the wave
equation proposed by Pauli. It is im-
portan t to observe that there may very
well be other types of neutral particles,
which are not elementary, and to which
our calculations do not apply . . . "

Thus we find. surprisingly, that there
were thought to be also purely theoretical
grounds for considering a neutral particle
with a magnetic moment; it is one of the
few simple types of elementary particles
that are allowed by relativistic quantum
theory. In the wake of Chadwick's neu-
trón discovery, Carlson and Oppenheimer
in 1932 redefined Pauli's particle to be one
whose wave function obeys a certain rel-
ativistic wave equation. We should not,
however, assume that the Berkeley theo-
rists were soft on new particles. On the
contrary, the final paragraph of their
lengthy article reads, "We believe that
these computations show that there is no
experimental evidence for the existence
of a particle like the magnetic neutrón."

Pauli's wave equation for the neutral
particle, given at Ann Arbor, is a varíant
of the linear Dirac equation for the elec-

tron, conlaining an additional term (Zu-
satzglied) called the "Pauli anomalous
magnetic moment" term.14 This equa
tion describes a spin-1^ particle that may
be either charged or neutral; the extra
term makes a contrihution to the
charge-current four-vector, which neeci
not vanish for a neutral particle.

Ferml IB posfllve
Carlson and Oppenheimer de r i ved a

general formula for the colusión ero»,
section of magnetic neutrons and exam-
ined the result for small velocities. (They
were well aware of the perils ¡nvolved in
pushing this highly singular interaction tu
excessive energies.) For the colusión of
a neutrón against a particle of equal mass,
they found a large probabílity, nearly in-
dependent of velocity and proportional Ui
,he square of the magnetic moment. The
verage energy loss per colusión was reí
tively large, and they deduced that such
particle "will never produce ion traces
i a cloud chamber, since it tends to li«e
n appreciable fraction of its energy. and

luffer an appreciable deflection nt every
mpact." For targets much lighter or
heavier than the neutrón, smaller energy
losses oceur; cloud-chamber tracks mighl
result in this case, but the collisi.m
probabilities are small unless the mag-
netic moment of the neutrón is assumed
to be improbably large. The concluded
(correctly) that there is no evidence for
magnetic neutrons. (The heavy neutrón.
with a magnetic moment only one thou-
sandth of a Bohr magneton, lea ves m>
tracks.) At the Seventh Solvay Confer-
ence in 1933, Pauli no longer fett ihr
magnetic neutrón to be "well-founded."

Let us return now to the Rome Con
gress of 1931, which Pauli considered
important in the development of the
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neutrino concept, for the re he had the
opportunity to discuss it with Bohr and
especially with Fermi, with whom he had
a number of prívate conversationa. Whíle
Fermi's attitude toward the neutrino was
very positíve, Bohr was totally opposed to
it, preferring to think that within nuclear
distances the conservation laws were
breaking down.LS

"From the empirical point of view,"
said Pauli, "it appeared to me decisive
whether the beta spectrum of the elec-
trons showed a sharp upper limit" or, ín-
stead, an infínitely falling statistical dia-
tríbution. Pauli felt that if the limit were
sharp, then his idea was corred, and
Bohr's was wrong.

In mid-1933, Ellia and Mott suggested
that the beta-ray spectrum has indeed a
sharp upper limit, correappnding to a
unique energy difference between parent
and daughter nucleus.lfi Furthermore,
they added,

"According to our assumption the JJ-
particle may be expelled with less en-
ergy than the difference of the ener-
gies . .. of the two nuclei, but not with
more energy. We do not wish in this
paper to dwell on what happens to the
excess energy in those disintegrations
in which the electrón ia emítted with
leas than the máximum energy. We
may, however, point out that ¡f the en-
ergy merely disappears, implying a
breakdown of the principie of energy
conservation, then ¡n a fí-ray decay
energy is not even atatistically con-
served. Our hypotheaia is, of courae,
also consistent with the suggestion of
Pauli that the excesa energy is carried
off by participa of great penetrating
power auch as neutrons of eleetronic

The question of the upper limit of the
beta spectrum, although not easily re-
solved, ís of some importance, for the
shape of the upper end of the apectrum is
sensitíve to the neutrino masa. Thia waa
diacuased again by Ellis at an interna-
Liona] conference ¡n London, held in the
fall of 1934, where he referred to accurate
magnetic spectrograph meas u remen te of
W. J. Henderson that strongly suggested
aneutrinoofzeromaas.17 Fermi's theory
of beta decay had already been pub-
lished,1» and Ellis assumed it in his anal-
ysia, but an energy-nonconserving theory,
that of Guido Beck and Kurt Sitte, shared
equal time with Fermi'a at the confer-

Fermi spoke at the London Conference,
but his subject was the neutrón -activa tion
work of the Rome experimental nuclear
phyaica group. He also had attended the
Seventh Solvay Conference, held in Oc-
lober, 1933, where he heard Pauli present
his first suggestion for publication of the
existence of a neutrino. The complete
-Solvay remarks of Pauli are given in En-
KÜsh translation in the Box on page 28; we
leave it to the reader to decide whether
f'auli still thought that the neutrino or the

Pauli proposes a partióle

Zurich, 4 December 1930
Gkiflastr.

Physical Inslitute ot the
Federal Instituto of Technotogy (ETH)

Zurich
Dear radioactiva ladíes and genttemen.

As the bearar o( these Unes, to whom I ask
you to listen graciously, wlll expíalo more
exactry, conskJerlng the "falso" statistlcs of
N-14 and ü-6 nuclei, as well as Ihe contln-
uous 0-spectrum. I have hfl upon a desperate
remedytosavethe"exchangetheorem'' *
of statistlcs and the energy theorem.
Namely [there Is] the possIbiKty that there
coukJ exlst in the nuclei electrlcally neutral
partlcles thal I wish to cali neutrons, which
have spin % and obey the exclusión princi-
pie, and additionally differ from light quanta
in Ihat they do not travel wfth the velocity of
llght: The mass of the neutrón must be of
the same order of magnltude as the electrón
mass and, in any case, not larger than 0.01
protón mass—The continuóos /3-spectrum
woukJ then become understandable by the
assumption that in 0 decay a neutrón is
emltted together with the electrón, in such
a way that the si/n of the energies of neutrón
and electrón Is constan!

Now the next question Is what forc«s act
upon the neutrons- The most Itkety model
fot* the neutrón seems to me to oe< on wave
mechanical orounds (more detalls are known
by the bsarer of these Unes), that the neutrón

at rest Is a magnetic dipole of a certaln mo-
ment p. Expeciment probabfy requires that
the lonlzing effect of such a neutrón shouM
not be larger than that of a 7 ray, and thus t¡
shoukj probably not be larger than e.10~13

But I don't feel secure enough to publlsh
anything about this idea, so I first turn con-
fldently to you, dear cadioactives, with the
question as to the sltuatkm concerniría, ex-
perimental proof of such a neutrón, if It has
something like about 10 times the pene-
trating capacity of a y ray.

I admit that my remedy may appear to
have a small a prior! probabllity because
neutrons, if they exist, would probably have
long ago been seen. However, only those
who waoer can win, and the seriousness of
the sltuation of the continuous ^-spectrum
can be made clear by the saying of my hon-
ored predecessor in office, Mr. Oebye, who
totó me a short whlle ago in Brussels, "One
does best not to thlnk about that at al I, like
the new taxes." Thus one should eamestly
discuss every way of salvatlon.—So, dear
radloactives, put It to the test and set 11
rlght.—Unfortunately I cannot persona I ly
appear m TüWngen, ¡lince I am Indispensable
here on account of a ball taklng place in
Zurich in the nloht from 6 to 7 of D«cem-
ber.—With many greetings to you, also to
Mr. Back, your devoted servant,

W. Pauli

' In the 1957 lecture, Pauli explains, "This reads: exclusión principie (Fermi statísttcs)
and half-lnteger spin for an odd number of partlcles; Bose statistlcs and integer spin for an
even number of particles."
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electrón were constituenta of the nucleus.
(That a massless neutrino could be
created at the moment of its emission
with the electrón was clearly proposed
that year'9 by Francis Perrin, who alao
attended the Seventh Solvay Conference.)
There was, in any case, no doubt that a
light or massless neutral particle of spin
xh has to be emitted with the beta-deeay
electrón in order to save the conserva ti on
laws, and thal is surely the idea of neu-
trino!

Fermi's theoryof beta decay isín many
ways still the standard theory. Called by
Victor Weisskopf "the first example of
modern field theory,11^ it eventually
caused Bohr U> withdraw21 his doubts
concerning "the strict validity of the
conservation iaws." A radical generali-
zaron of quantum theory was not re-
quired, though new partióles and new in-
te ractions were. Within a few months of
Fermi's theory, positrón beta decay was
seen (the first example of artificial ra-
dioactivityt; and beta decay was to be the
prototype of a larger class of weak inter-
actions.

The neutrino can be regarded as one nf
the first (if not the first) of the new par-
ticles that made the new physics of the
1930's, even though it took two more
decades to observe the first neutrino
capture event. The weak interactions
have been notorious for their capacity to
flout the expectations of physicistft with
regard to symmetries and conservation
laws. Although Bohr was too willing, in
his 1931 Faraday Lecture,15 "to renounce
the very idea of energy balance," the
conclusión of that lee ture ¡s probably still
appropriate today: " . . . notwithatanding
all the recent progresa, we must still be
prepared for new surprises."
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Pauli becomes bolder

The discussion comments in which Pauli presentad (he Idea of the neutrino at tho Seventh
Solvay Conference, ref. 2. The text is basad on the tmnslatton trom the French original
by Chien-Shlung Wu, roí. 9, wim correctlons by Laude Brown noted In brackets.

The dffficulty coming trom the existence of
the conlinuous spectrum of tho fi-rays con-
slsts, as one knows, In that the mean life-
limes of nuclei emitiing these rays, as that
of the resulting radioactivo bodies, possess
woll-determlned valúes. One coficluJes
necossarily from this that the state as well as
ttw eoergy and the mass, of the nucleus
whlch remoíns after the expulsión of the ff
parttele. are also well-determlned. I wlll not
persist in efforts by which one coutd try lo
escape from this conclusión lor t belveve. In
agreemenl with Bohr, that one al ways
stumWes upon insurmourttaDle difficgtties in
explaining the experimental lacts

In this connection, two inlerpratations of
tbe experiment presen! themselves. The
Interpretation supported by (3ofr «Jmlts that
the laws ol conservation of eneigy and mo-
mentum do not hoM when one doals wtth a
nuclear proceas where li^it partióles play an
essential pan. This hypothesis does not
seem to me either satisfylng or even plau-
sible. In the first place the electric charge
is conservad in the process, and I cton't see
wtiy conservation of charge would be more
fundamental trian conservatton of energy and
momentum. Mofeo ver, it is precisety the
energy relations which govem severa!
characteristic properties of beta spectra
(eKistence of an upper limit and relation wttti
gamma spectra. Heisenberg stability crite-
rlon). If the conservation laws were not
valld. one wouU have lo concJude from these
relations that a beta disintegration oceurs
always with a loss of «nergy and nevar a
galn; this conclusión knplies an irreversibillty
of these procesaos with respect to time,
which doesn't seem lo me at all accept-
able.

In June 1931. during a conference in
Pasadera. I proposed the tollowing inter-
pretation; the conservation laws hold, the
emission of beta párteles oceuning together
with the emission of a very penetrating ra-

diation of neutral partióles, which has not
been observad yet. The sum of the energías
of Ifte beta particle and tfw» neutral particle
(or the neutral particWs. since one doesn't
know whether ihere be one or many) emttted
by the nucleus in one process, will be equal
to the energy which corresponds to the Hipar
limttof the beta spectrum. It isobvious thal
we assume not only energy conservation but
also the conservation of linear momentum,
of angular momentum and of the character-
istics of the stallslics In all elementary pro-

With. regard to the properties of these
neutral particles. we first leam from atomlc
weights [ of radioactivo elemente] that thelr
mass cannot be much largor than that of the
electrón. In order to dlstlnguish them from
the heavy neutrons, E, Ferml proposed the
ñame "neutrino." It is posslble that the
neutrino proper mass be equal to zero, so
that it would nave to propágate with the ve-
locity of light. like photons. Neverlheless.
their penetrating power wouM be lar greater
than thal of photons wrtti the same energy.
It seems to me admisstble that neutrinos
possess a spin % and that they obey Fermi
statistics, in spite ol the fact Ifiat euperiments
do not provide us with any direct proof of this
hypothesis. Wedon'iknowanythlngabout
the interaction of neutrinos with other ma-
terial partidas and with photons; the hy-
pothesis that they possess a magnetic tno-
ment, as I had proposed once (Dirac's theory
induces us to predict the posstbiUty of neutral
magnetic particles) doesn't seem to me at all
well founded,

In this conrtectkm. the experimental study
of the momenlum dlfference (read balance]
in beta dlsintegrations constituías an ex-
tremeíy important problem; one can predtct
that ihe difficultias wlll be quite insur-
mountable {read very great] because of Ihe
smallness of the energy of the recoil nucle-
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